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Human sexuality course may change
the way students think about sex
By Michelle Olmslead

"I really want people to feel much more

Reporter

comfortable, at the end of class, being able to

Sex has a lime and a place in life
— hut it's not typically in the
classroom.
Students seeking a fresh elec
live for spring semester might
consider taking IIP 3380, also
known as "Concepts of I Ionian

talk about sexuality. What I am hoping for is
that people will have a greater understanding...."
Uy Laf'in i Professor

Sexuality."

laflin for the past 26 years.
"People tend to come in think-

This 3 credit-hour course hits
been taught by Professor Molly

or beautiful people," she said.
"It's for thin people, fat people,
old people, young people, whatever."
The course begins with the
basics — anatomy and physiology, child birth, birth control,
infertility and abortion.
Bin then laflin delves deeper
into sexuality, covering top-

sexuality and then realize how
little they know," Laflin said.
"Sex isn't just for young people,

See SEX 1 Par* 2
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A few men make the effort in making sure their marriage proposals are unforgettable
By Mich+lle Olmstcad
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James said police have been close to
catching the suspects

"If students lock their doors, we believe
that the opportunity will be gone for
these people and [laptops] will be safe."
he said
The most recent computer theft
occured yesterday in Kreischer-Batchelder
James said police are unsure if the si«
burglenes are related, but the descriptions
of the suspects in each case 'have been
very similar"
In an e-mail sent out by the University
police, the suspect seen in yesterday's
theft was described as a black male. 6 feet
tall, with a muscular build and short hair
At the time of the theft, the suspect

"We have been within a minute or less
of being in the building at the same time
[the suspects] are." he said
James said if the suspects are caught
they could face burglary charges, entering
into an occupied dwelling to perpetrate a
theft, theft and criminal trespass.
If students have any further information they are encourage to contact
University police at 419-572-2546. The
Wood County Crime Stopper program
offers a cash reward of up to $1000 for
information that leads to an arre •
conviction of individuals who commit
these crimes

The Wood County Health
Department will be offering a free H1N1
vaccine tomorrow

which some people with certain conditions
(listed below) should not take

The clinic will take place from 9
am to I p.m at the Huntington Bank
Building located at 1851 N Research
Dr. The University will provide shuttle
transportation for students from 8 a.m.
to I p.m. from the Union and Ice Arena
parking lots.

What you should know:

Barb Hoffman, assistant medical
director of student health services,
is encouraging students to get the
vaccine at the Huntington building
because the University health center
hasn't received the H1NI shipment they
reguested

;•* /
w

Since Monday, six laptops have been
stolen from unlocked dorm rooms,
according to campus police Sgt Tim
James said he believes unlocked dorm
rooms created an opportunity for the
thefts

Free H1N1 vaccine offered by health department
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was wearing a white, plaid longsleeve
shut and baggy denim jeans and was
carrying a red drawstring backpack Two
additional suspects have been caught on
surveillance cameras (University poke
posted the videos online at www bgsu
edurcffices)

After six laptop thefts in three days.
University Police are urging on-campus
students to lock their rooms
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BRIEF
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Theft of six laptops have police on the lookout
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PHOTO TAKEN FROM BOWLING GREEN STATE CRIME ALERT WE8PAGE

SUSPECTS: This photo taken from a residence Ml surveillance camera shows two
suspects believed to be involved m laptop thefts

"The more people we can get vaccinated, the more we can control this
virus." she said "Students should get
the vaccine to help prevent them from
getting the disease which could lead to
more serious health problems"

• /

.» /

The clinic tomorrow will only be
offering the flu mist form of the vaccine.

You should not take the nasal spray
form of the H1N1 vaccine if you:
■ Are younger than 2 years of
age of older than 50
■ A child younger than 5 with
a history of recurrent wheezing
■ Are pregnant
■ Have a medical condition
placing you at higher risk for
influenza complications
■ A child or adolescent
receiving aspirin therapy
■ Have the Guillain-Barre syndrom (GBS)
■ Are severely allergic to
chicken eggs
■ Are allergic to any of the
nasal spray vaccine componentscampus.

Signing comedian comes to campus offering unique experience
ByTimNalda
Reporter

"It seems like a unique idea because it's not

Comedian Keith VVann will try
to get students out of their comfort zone when he performs at
the University tonight.
VVann is a comedian who performs his act in sign language,
using a voice interpreter. Ikis not deaf himself, although
according to his Web site he is a
child of deaf parents.
The performance,
titled
Watching Two Worlds Collide,
is hosted by finding Intelligent
Greatness Uniquely Residing In
Everyone, a student organiza-

something you see and hear everyday. It kind of
shows [disabled students] no matter who you
are you can do anything you set your mind to."
\«.;t <nsta |
tion affiliated with University
Disability Services.
F.I.G.U.R.E requested Keith
to perform because they wanted the audience to know what
it is like to see a performance
that is not done in their typical method of communica-

CAMPUS

tion, said FIGURE. President
Maggie Uoremus.
Doremus said the goal of
the organization is to generate
awareness about people with
disabilities, which includes
those who are deaf.
"|Our goal is] definitely to try

FORUM

Juggling responsibilities

Senator responds to USG editorial

Teaching assistants do more than just

Guest columnist Joe Edens. a USG senator,

attend class., including grading papers,

believes the recent staff editorial on the student

e-mailing students, and entering grades

government's progress so far this year was very

on Blackboard | P»gt 3

inaccurate for many reasons | P»gt 4

-k

to bring awareness about the
deaf community," she said.

THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

lunior Scott Kriska said the
performance is good for the
University because it shows
they care about all students.
"It seems like a unique idea
because it's not something you
see and hear everyday," he said.
"It kind of shows disbaled students] no matter who you are
you can do anything you set
your mind to."
Senior Ayesha Green said it is
good the University isdoingthis
See COMEDY

COURTNEY STELLAR

1-! BG NEWS

AWARENESS: Graduate Step'ianie Feidman worss to promote Domestic
Violence Awareness month Watch a video about the Clothesline Protect online.

SPORTS
Fakon hockey opens CCHA
Hoping to end their opening-season losing
streak, the hockey team travels to take on
the University of Nebraska-Omaha
this weekend | Page 6

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What are you going as for Halloween?
BRIDGETTEKEATON
Junior. Event Planning

"My friends and I are going as the
Ninja Turtles." | P»9» 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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From Page 1

1:53 PM.
57, of Bowling
ted for peddling with. thin the 1000th block

>fN Ma
2 26 PM.
■ reported unknown
■ t'd a deep scratch to
door and rear fender
[ damaged valued at $500.

THURSDAY
256 A.M.
imanl 'eported screaming
e withm the 800th
• .f Third St

CORRECTION
POLICY
vrcct all factual errors
error has been made.
BG News at 419-572-6966.

COMEDY
because ii gives students without
disabilities .1 chance to find out
what deaf people deal with on <i
I.lily basis.
"I think our University is show
ing thai we understand that we
have people with disabilities and
we're trying to be diverse." she
said.

THE PERFORMANCE
Wann will perform
lonighl from 7 p.m. 10
Bp.m. in the Union
Ii.illroom.

1 lours open al 6:30 p.m.

I here will be a meet and
greet with Wann in room
308 of the Union from 5
p.m. 10 (> p.m.

visit us online @

GVlews

[

to assess their comfort levels.
Writing a paper about these
experiences can also be an
aspect of the project.
They also write a sexual
script where they look at the
Influences on their sexual values — their family influences,
school, sexual education influences, peers — the experiences they've had and how that
affects their attitude about
their sexuality." she said.
Although HP 3380 can fullill major requirements for a
human development and family studies major, students can
opt out of the class by taking

les such as sex in the elderly,
sexual disabilities, sexual ori
entation. sex in other cultures,
sexually transmitted diseases,
pornography and much more.
"Concepts
of
Human
Sexuality." which averages 35
students per semester, includes
lectures and exams like most
other classes. Hut it also Incorporates video and unique projects, which are designed to
push students past their comfort zones.
"You can pick from a list of 40
different projects, or you can
come up with something on
your own." l-aflin said. "It can
be anything from a girl buying condoms to a guy buying
tampons."
Visiting a sexual Web site or
checking out an adult hookstore are among the other
opt ions on the list, she said.
While completing these
projects, Lafiin asks students
to focus on their feelings and

1IDFS 4280, said Laura LandryMeyer. program coordinator
for the Human Development
and Family Studies program at
the University.
BUI 111' 3380 does apply
toward a minor in health promotion. The course can also
serve as a general elective,

Lafiin said.
In fact, many students who
enroll in "Concepts of Human
Sexuality" are not taking it for
minor credit.

"That's something I really
like," I allin said. "I get people
from communications, from
business, from so many different fields. It's an opportunity
for people to hear different perspectives."
Senior Ashley Rcmcr is
majoring in interpersonal
communication, with a minor
in applied health science.
"I think the class shows us
that sex is okay." Reiner said. "It
shouldn't be a taboo subject."
"I really want people to feel
much more comfortable, at the
end of the class, being able to
talk about sexuality." lafiin
said. "What I'm hoping for is
that people will have a greater
understanding and acceptance of differences, and have
a greater understanding of
their own views."
HP 3380 will be offered
spring semester on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 4-5:15
p.m.. according to the class
search on MyliCiSU. The class
will also be offered online for
the first time this summer,
Lafiin said.

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

left at our store. It was in a
Dashboard Confessional CD.
Proposal Three: Senior Sarali
Folmar had been dating her
now husband, Douglas l-'olmar.
for four years before lie popped
the question on May 15, 2007.
"We went to Ciatlinburg,
[Tenn.l, for what I thought
was his graduation present,"
Folmar said. "One morning,
he woke me up and said we
were going to go to the Pancake
Pantry. It was like, seven in the
morning."
While the couple eventually
made it to the restaurant for
pancakes, they made a small
pit-slop on the way at a place
called Clingman's Dome.
At 6,643 feet, Clingman's
Dome is Great Smoky
Mountains National Park's
highest point, according to the
destination's Web site; it is also
the highest point in Tennessee.
It took nearly an hour to walk

"I think the outrageous and vindictive
attacks may have backfired to help raise

(idled Press

awareness about this problem, which

WASHINGTON —Its alive.
The Medicare end-oflife planning provision
that 2008 Republican vice
presidential
nominee
Sarah Palin said was tantamount to death panels' for
seniors is staying in the latest
Democratic health care bill
unveiled yesterday.
The
provision
allows
Medicare to pay for voluntary
counseling to help beneficiaries deal with the complex
and painful decisions families face when a loved one is
approaching death.
For years, federal laws and
policies have encouraged
Americans to think ahead
about end-of-life decisions,
and make their wishes known

in advance through living wills
and similar legal documents.
But when House Democrats
proposed this summer to pay
doctors for end-of-life coun-

is why it's been kept in the bill."
Ea'' Blufieruuer I Reproscntat'
seling, it touched off a wave
of suspicion and anger.
Prominent Republicans
singled it out as a glaring
example of government overreach.
Sen. Charles Grassley, ItIowa, at the lime a lead negotiator on health care legislation, told constituents at a
town ball meeting they had
good reason to question the
proposal.
"I don't have any problem
with things like living wills,
but they ought to be done
within the family." be said.
"We should not have a government program thai determines you're going to pull the

JACOB
REDFERN
DEMOCRAT

FOR

BOWLING GREEN
CITY COUNCIL
WARD 1

because has really

From Page 1

End-of-life counseling in health bil
By Ricirdo Alonto-Zaldivar

"I thought he was injured

POPPING

plug on grandma."
Yesterday, the sponsor of
the provision said the barrage of criticism may have
actually helped.
"There is nothing more
basic than giving someone
the option of speaking with
their doctor about how they
want to be treated in the
case of an emergency," said
Rep. Farl Blumenauer, DOre. "I think the outrageous
and vindictive attacks may
have backfired to help raise
awareness about this problem, which is why it's been
kept in the bill."
The legislation would allow
Medicare to pay for a counseling session with a doctor
or clinical professional once
every five years. The bill calls
for such sessions to be "completely" voluntary, and prohibits the encouragement
or promotion of suicide or
assisted suicide.
The counseling provision
is supported by doctors'
groups and AARP, the seniors'
lobby. It was not included in
health care bills passed by
two Senate committees.

was a hockey player..."
Sarah Folmar| Senior
a quarter mile uphill, Folmar
said, and she was not at all
amused by the long hike on an
empty stomach.
"I was pissed by this point
because I have low blood
sugar," she said.
But when the couple finally reached the top of the hill,
Douglas knelt down on one
knee.
"I thought he was injured
because he has really bad knees
because he was a hockey player
for so long," Folmar said.
Needless to say. after realizing his intentions, she gladly accepted. Afterword, the
couple finally enjoyed a warm
stack of pancakes.
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looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy
editors, photographers, videographers, columnists and cartoonists.

Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.com, call us at
419-372-6966 or just swing by our
newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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Drink Specials All Nightl
Door Prizes Include Free
Body Piercings @ On The Edgel

FRUGAL
FALCON$
Ten Warning Signs of Too
Much Debt-Pan 2
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6 No Klrj 0' total eteOi owed
7 1 >;. ■ credit c*d cash
advances to pay bills
8 Soufxc <hects or ovuoVaw
bank accounts
9 Denied creO I
10. lit to fnench or family about
spending and debt
Adapted'mm financialpUrtaboutionV
0*1 r edit debt management
Brought to you by:
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GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION

RE-ELECT
•Eric Myers*

•Ellen Scholl-

'HOUSESH

WORKING HARD TO BRING
THE CITY & UNIVERSITY
TOGETHER
- Paid for by Michael L. Friedman & Jonathon F. Orser Wood County Representatives on " Ohio Democratic Party Executive Committee"
6955 Dorr St. Suite 56, Toledo 43615

bad knees because he

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'10-'11 May/ Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064
or www.froboserenlals.com
for current listing

Bowling Green School Board
Paid (or by Myers (or BG School Board. Leigh Kendnck Treat.
1020 Gusiin Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 and Schol for Schools.
Bob BIKIP Trees 725 Brittany Ave Bowling Green. Ohw 43402

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSIRIMAIS

D
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THE FINAL SHOWDOWN

Christina McGinnis | THE BG NEWS
READY FOR BATTLE: Two Zombies run to head off a gtoup of humans during the final stand
to confusion at the start of the game for the zombies and humans

MSIT ..gin.

The game was called a tie due

The many responsibilities
of the teaching assistant
By Hannah Nusser
Reporter
You've seen them in youi classes — ihe students sitting in tinback that don't have to lx' there,
but really want 10 help you e\i'el:
teaching assistants go above and
beyond to assist both professors
and students.
TAs are students who have
excelled in a certain class, express
interest in the subject matter and
later help the professor with the
daily duties of teaching that class.
TAs are responsible for attending the class they assist, holding
review sessions, grading papers
and being knowledgeable of all
material covered in class.
Some IAs even help write euid
proctor exams, which requires
tnist between professor and their
assistants.

"lliere's a lot of trust with the
professor to make sure ll'inl not
giving test notes to anyone else,''
said< lameron Williams,ai A in tingeography department
Instructor Ted Eckman said
many large lecture classes require
at least one IA because of die large
numbers of students, sometimes

more than 250,
"The grading for 280 assignments would just be unfeasible for
one person to do while teaching
the class,'' lie said. "It's really just a

workload requirement''
IAs also act as a bullet' between
students and professors,
Senior Katie I laches said she
feels more comfortable asking TAs
for help.
"It's much more relaxing since
they're my peers." she said. "I don't
fed like I have to prove anything
to them."

Ihe schedule of a IA can be
busy because they juggle attending an extra class and holding
office hours along with their own
load of credit hours.
Ixknian said TVs usually have
better time management skills
than the average student.
lulia Mack, a third-year sociology
graduate student, splits her hours
between the study skills center
and assisting sociology professor
Donna kaulfman each week.
"It's definitely made me busier
because I have to attend another
class." she said. "I have a structured day because I have so much
to do"
Many students become TAs
because they have a genuine interest in a certain subject.
See ASSISTANT Page 5

Ryan Pirog| THE BG NEWS
GOING IN FOR THE KILL: A human stuns a Zombie dunng last nights game right before making it to the

As multicultural enrollment rises,
University hopes to aim even higher
By Brittany Washington
Reporter
The University has seen an
increase in multicultural enrollment.
Gary
Swegan,
Assistant
Vice President and Director of
Admissions, said the enrollment
numbers are up from last year
andpredictsasignificant increase
for 2010 as well.
"Last year we were fully stalled
and had a multicultural recruitment representative." Swegan
said. "This school year we are fully
stalled plus one, so we can only
go forward from here."
University Provost Ken Borland
said diversity and inclusion are
central to the University, By the
first of the yeas the University
hopes to see an implementation of new activities focused on

diversity.

"Diversity is a value; it's not
something you can measure,
Borland said. "[Butl we want
everyone who enrolls to feel welcome, sale and comlortablc."
Ijnily Monago, interim director of Multicultural Affairs, said
the (inter for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives has collaborated with the admissions office
to host events that will attract prospective students
"lust recently wehad high school
students attend the Latino Issues
Conference." Monago said.
Monago said the) handed out
applications to the students in
attendance at the conference.
They also plan on doing the
same thing for the Black Issues
C/mference.

Vice President of Enrollment
Management Albert Colum said
the economy will definitely have
an impact on enrollment, hut he

GARDASIL,
[Human Papillomavirus Quadrivalent
(Types 6,11,16, and 18) Vaccine, Recombinant]

INTERESTED IN GARDASILl
GMDASIL IS WIDELY AVAILABLE AND NANY
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS* COVER IT.
TALK TO YOUR CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER

V MI .in- fill iMii.ii;r.i In U'|Ki|l my.ilix
\ i\il \\\\ « M.i i»«»\ m< -lu.il. ||, HI . .ill

♦ ♦ MERCK

loi <;.\i<n.\sii.t

is confident the University will
grow in numbers.
"fhcecoiiomv isgoingtoimpact
everyone; but the University has
enough in place tor students of
color to where it shouldn't lie a
problem." (.olomsaid.
Colom -stid to gain more multicultural enrollment, a good idea
would be for students who are
cniuvingllK'it college experience to
talk to high school students about
what the Universirv has to offer.
Dean Bryson, Black Student
Union president, said BSII might
be able to help with that, but it is
also up to individuals.
"Asan organization, BSII would
be willing to assist the I Iniversitys
recruitment team." he said, "But
as individuals, I think its a good
idea to visit high schools, middle
DIVERSITY

85
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"People tend to come in thinking they know everything about
sexuality and then realize how little they know."
- Molly Laflin. University professor, on her class "Concepts of Human Sexuality"
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What are you going as for Halloween?
'A BGSU Forensic

"A cardboard box,

a scary monster

and Debate Team

so I can pop out and

at Cedar Point's

student 111 be at

scare people."

Halloweekends."

Marshall University."

"I m going to be

"I'm being a convict."

KRISTEN KRALIK
Junior.
Accounting

is not guaranteed.
Not typically known for
championing freedom of
expression or allowing information to flow unencumbered,
the federal Communications
(Commission has recently codified two new rules that would
prevent Internet service pro\iders from discriminating
against content and applications and increases the level
of transparency in computer
network management.
Ibis prioritization of net
neutrality is the result of hard
work among activists and FCC
chairmen to prevent major
communications industries
from channeling the flow of
information and innovation
into a sellable commodity.
This stand against the narrowminded lobby i ng of AT&T', Time
Warner and Verizon should be

The Internet has changed a
lot since the'90s and will likely
change even more. In recent
years, Internet users have
observed the rise of digital
restrictions management laws
and technology DRM technolOg) is used to extend the reach
ol copyright laws beyond their
intended parameters by giving
suppliers the rights to delete or
modify content on your digital
device.
Under U.S. law, ideas and
facts are separate from copyrighted information. This
means that even though Time
magazine technically owns the
rights to the Kennedy assassination footage, you can still
use that footage and its still
pictures freely as part of the
public domain.
Digital information can be
reproduced an infinite number
of times without the quality of
that information deteriorating
one bit. Consequently, the digital public domain is an invaluable resource for both consumers and business firms alike.
However, software such as
lade is often installed on programs, resulting in a gradual
and intentional deterioration
of the software's quality and
eventually rendering it unusable.
This is quite possibly the
most flagrant implementation
of planned obsolescence ever
employed. Also, DRM technology prevents things you pay for
from being fully your property.
On July 17. 2007, in an ironically Orwellian move, Amazon
deleted copies of "1984" and
"Animal Farm" from customers' Kindles.
Ity restricting the rights of
individuals to share and modify digital materials, commu-

Resfxind to Mike at
theiiews@bgnews.com

Columnist finds meaning on a poster he would have normally overlooked

from an Instructor.
I was walking through
Williams Hall to meet with him
when a bulletin board I was

passing caught my eye. On it
was a simple question: If you
could do anything, what would
it be?
As I said. 1 would ordinarily
ignore something like this hut
for whatever reason, be it the
lack of sleep, the concern over
not knowing where I was going
or the simple fact that I hadn't
managed to stress myself out
yet that day, finding an answer
became my main goal.
My first response was to eliminate the corruption from the
American political system. Yeah,
I dream big.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at tfienews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center,
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Half
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. ■
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GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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I figured this was a good
place to start because this
would ease a fair amount of the
tension within our nation and
help to bridge the political division created by the Bush administration.
Then it occurred to me that
maybe it meant, if I could change
something for myself I should,
but what do I really need to happen?
I am going to change the state
of journalism to allow print,
online and television media
to exist without cannibalizing
each other. This way, I can be
sure 1 have a job when 1 get out
of college.
I have to admit, 1 like the
idea of having a job after I
spend all this money learning

I*
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USG editorial displays unfair image
of student government's progress
JOE EDEHS GUEST COLUMNIST

"... student government does so much more

1 think the staff editorial "USG
actions so far do not show strong
progress'' was not a fair image
of the Undergraduate Student
Government's progress this
semester.
As a USG senator for the
College of Education and I luman
Development, I can attest to the
hard work by the Senate. The five
resolutions presented and voted
on by the Senate alone is not an
accurate indicator of progress.
USG had a successful event
with the city of Bowling Green
in September. We have made
monumental changes in internal
policy, most of which were key
campaign goals from senators,
including myself, who promised
student government reform. We
have worked to expand our reach
to students by bringing on a marketing team and working to fund
a USCi kiosk.
Currently, many issues are in
the works behind the scenes, and
that is where progress is made,
lor example, I am presently
working with the Dean's Office
of the College of Education and
Human Development to reform
a particular course within the
college where communication
between the course coordinator
and individual professors is lacking. Thousands of students who
are required to take this particular course will benefit from this
improved structure of communication. However, this will never
show up in a resolution and will
never be voted on by the Senate.
The point I am trying to make

than gather in a room on Monday nights and

is the student government does
so much more than gather in a
room on Monday nights and vote
on resolutions. USG is the true
liaison between students and
administration. While it may
seem like no progress is being
made on the surface, if you dig
deeper, you will find that student
government is actively working in
ways many are unaware of. From
countless committee meetings to
simple Senator Walks, USG is out
there and they are always working for the students.
I am also writing to express my
support for Councilman Jacob
Redfern in his efforts to retain the
1st Ward seat. During my time as
a USG senator (though I'm writing as a private student). I have
seen lacob attend almost every
meeting that did not conflict with
council. Because ol this, lacob has
been able to hear the concerns
of the students and make sure
that we have our voices heard on
council.
The 1st Ward of Bowling Green
is made up of mostly students.
Around 70 percent of the 1st
Ward is comprised of on-campus residents, so it is essential for
the student population of the 1st
Ward to come out and vote for
their councilman. Additionally,
it is not every year that students
are able to vote for a fellow stu-

dent to represent them on city
council. To have a representative
that is so directly connected to
campus is absolutely beneficial to
the approximate 7,000 students in
the ward.
Council makes important decisions every day that affect not just
the residents of the city, but we,
the students, as well. It is imperative that we keep a strong student
voice on council, to make sure
that we have our thoughts heard
by the city. I have known lacob
for quite some time, and 1 can say
without a doubt that while Jacob
is on council, the city is in capable
hands.
I would urgeeach and everyone
of you to vote for lacob Redfern
November 3. On-campus voting
takes place at the Union and if
you voted last year, you should
still be able to vote in this election. If you need more information on voting, do not hesitate
to e-mail me, Joseph Edens, at
jedcns@ngsu.edu or Councilman
Redfern at jacobr'J|,bgsu.edu.

how to get one. I know, 1 must be
crazy, right?
But 1 can't shake this feeling
like 1 should be more altruistic
and do something for the rest of
humanity.
So it might be time to do
something about the situation
in Africa. But there is a lot that
needs done there, so what do I
want to focus on?
Lets start with the food situation. There are a lot of hungry
people there, so why not make
sure that they all have all the
food they need? The problem is,
disease would still be rampant.
So, let's go with that, get rid of
all the disease. That's the way to

go. Nobody there (or anywhere)
would ever be sick. But that leads
to another problem, there would
be a bunch of doctors out of
work. That isn't a good thing.
So after all of this soul searching, 1 finally came to the conclusion that it might just be best to
leave things the way they are.
Yeah, there is a lot of hate and
intolerance in the world, but it
might just be these things that
make the world go around and
screwing with the dynamics of
a system is never really a good
thing.
But at least we aren't in the
toilet bowl yet.
Wait!

I finally have the answer!
There is a solution that can
make everybody, including me,
happy. The only people it hurts
are rich bastards who really don't
need any more money anyways.
My solution is (insert drum
roll here) get rid of the Bowl
Championship Series. It's perfect and everybody wins.
I really would like everybody
to ask themselves the same question as has befuddled me for the
past several days: If you could do
anything, what would it be?

vote on resolutions. USG is a true liaison
between students and administration."

This guest column was
submitted as two separate
tetters to the Editor. Joe Edens
is a junior majoring in AYA
Integrated Social Studies
Education. Respond to him at
lhenews@bgnetus.com

Respond to Ryan at
thenews@bgnews.com
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But not all large companies are
trying to restrict what digital
materials are accessible to us.
Apple recently committed to
removing all DRM technology
from its iTunes store. 1 lowever,
their video content still comes
with strings attached.
fortunately, there are those
who are actively working to
end DRM technology. In the
U.S.. the foundation for a free
Information Infrastructure
(fFlll has criticized DRM
technology's impact as a trade
barrier from a free market
perspective and the fledgling
Pirate Party USA is organizing
against it as being detrimental
to free speech.
Internationally, the Pirate
Party is a force to be reckoned
with from Argentina to Sweden
(where it enjoys more popular
support than any other country). In the Us., the Pirate Party
is still quite young and consists
of mostly online support, but
their platform is more conducive to a free and open Internet
than any other party's.
The party does not consider
itself to be advocating piracy
in the traditional sense of the
word, as they do not advocate
the use of force or theft — only
the right to share information
freely. While they did not seek
out the name of "Pirate," it
seems to have stuck and the
party has run with it on an
international level.
To learn more about the
Pirate Party and how to keep
the Internet Iree.visittheirWeb
site at www.pirate-party.us.

WINSTON WADE.

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

nications companies are creating scarcity in a market with a
potentially unlimited supply.

you could do anything, what would it be?

Has anybody else ever had one
of those moments in life where
something, ordinarily ignored,
changes your perspective on
ihings?l had one of those earlier
i his week while going to get help

Have your own take on
Street? Or a suggestion for

applauded.

numerous for one article.
However, our digital freedom

VISIT US AT
BGYIEWS.COM
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KRISTIN A WILSON.
Junior.
Sports Management

TREGGBARGA.
Sophomore,
Middle Childhood Education

FCC s new Internet rulings
a win for net neutrality
The rise of information technology lias given us access
to entirely new modes of self
expression, means of communication, levels of interconnectedness and potential
for innovation. Thanks to the
Internet, the contributions of
some of society's most disenfranchised and invisible groups
can be made accessible almost
anywhere in the world.
Music, art and dialogue are
readily available in unlimited
supply to anyone with access
to a computer that is plugged
in to the World Wide Web. This
tree flow of information has
enriched us in ways far loo

k
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Spirit committee hopes to train
Falcons with upcoming book
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

Next year, students can purchase
"Tliu Falconer" as their guide to
University traditions.
"The falconer" is a book of
University traditions, history
and spirited activities. The name
was picked because a falconer is
someone who trains falcons, and
the book is the training book of
IK.SU I alcons.

"The Falconer" isbased off "The
F Book" from the University of
I'lorida.saidDcanna Wood house,
assistant to the vice president for
Student Affairs.
The University Spirit and
Traditions Committee (made
up of representatives from
UAO, Undergraduate Student
Government, Greek organizations, alumni, the University
liookstore and various other
groups) held its first meeting
in February. And in March, the
members discussed the creation
of a hook similar to "The F Book."
In the book, there will be
sections on the history of the
University mascots, how to "roll
along" and lyrics from the popu-

ASSISTANT
From Page 3
"I enjoy meeting with the undcrgrads...and showing them the fun
side of sociology," Mack said.
TAs arc paid minimum wage
by the hour. Williams said he has
worked anywhere from five hours
|KT week up to 30.
Snidents become TAs for different reasons. Some, such as Mack,
are seeking a career in education.
Mack said becoming a TA made
her realize she wanted to go into
education at the college level.
"When I started being a TA 1 realized I wauled to teach," she said.
"Being a TA has kind of guided what
I want to do in the funire."
Others seek out assisting |x>sitions because they take joy in helping students.
"I just really enjoy being able
to actually help [students] out,"
Williams said. "You can see students progress and its pretty fun."

lar songs sung at sporting events.
Along with < li «ei i s of pages about
history and traditions, there will
be blank pages for students to
add their own traditions.
Wood house said there were
many steps to the process of creating the book. The first task was
to find funding, the next step was
to find appropriate pictures, and
the final step was to make sure
the content for the book was precise and reflective.
The book was not planned to
be published for the centennial of
the University, said Woodhousc.
The timing just happens to fit
into place.
"Il'satimeforus to reflect upon
our history and our past," she
said. "It's a time to embrace what
we are, who we are, and where
we want to go in the future. "The
Falconer" will help create that
sense of spirit."
Nicole Fratianne, a member of the University Spirit and
Traditions Committee, was
asked by Woodhouse to join the
committee last year. She attends
monthly meetings where the
content of the book is discussed.
"1 think it's going to be a really

RESPONSIBILITES
OF ATA

■
■
■
■
■

Attending class
Holding review sessions
Grading papers
Holding office hours
E-mailing students with
answers to questions
■ Entering grades on
BlackBoard
■ Reporting cheating or
other negative classroom
behavior
■ Maintaining a knowledge
of class material

great book." she said. "Spirit and
traditions of the University are
very important to keep everyone
connected."
Fratianne said it might take
students a year or so to become
interested in "The Falconer,"
especially
upperclassmen
since they will be leaving the
University. However, she said it
will be a "cool, nostalgic thing"
for upper/classmen to take with
them when they leave.
Wendy Schortgen, assistant
merchandising manager of the
University Bookstore, has been
working on promotion and sales
for "The Falconer." the goal is to
have the book ready for orientation and registration in Summer
2010.
The bookstore is going to do
a combo pack containing the
BG Warriors T-shirt and "The
Falconer."
"If half the amount of people
who bought the BG Warriors tshirt this year buy the combo
pack next year, it will be a huge
success," Schortgen said.
"The Falconer" will be available for preorder in January 2010
for $9.99.

DIVERSITY
From

schools and even churches (to)
promote BGSU."
If the University succeeds in
increasing culturally diverse enrollment. Monago said the campus
and community will definitely
benefit.
"An even more culturally diverse
BG is going to enrich the educational experience for all snidents,
whether it's in class, around campus, or living together." she said. "It
will enrich the community as well."

The average
person laughs
times a day.

tollege-

r

Magic. Experience.
PAID INTERNSHIP.
As a part of the Disney College Program,
participants can take part in the internship of a
lifetime. The Disney College Program is a
one-of-a-kind, Disney-designed combination of
education and work experience.
Attend our recruitment presentation and discover
why the Disney College Program is an
opportunity you just cant miss!

Bowling Green State University
Monday, November 2
6:00 PM
Olscamp - Room #213
Recruiting for the Walt Disney World® Resort near Orlando, FL
and the Disneyland® Resort in Anaheim, CA
Apply online prior to attending the presentation or If you are unable to attend, view an E-Preeentatlon

For more information or to gel started, visit our Web site:

disneycollegeprogram.com
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Women's soccer team drops final match of season
By Angolo Volotta
Reporter

»l»IN»BUZAS

THE EG NEWS

SHOOTER: BGs Carolyn Neslme Tool one of the teams two shots on goal during a 1-0
."odo yesterday

It could have easily been 12-5"You know we finished 5-12-3. It could
3 instead, and I would have at
least been content," said coach
have easily been 12-5-3 instead, and I
It was much of the same yes- Andy Richards.
For the Falcons though it
terday for the Falcon women's
would have at least been content."
has just been an off season. It
soccer team.
BG traveled to play 1-75 rival has been a combination of not
Andy Richards | Coach
Toledo, and for the 12th time seizing opportunities, a lack of
Arnold, a native of Mayfield,
this season, the Falcons lost, offense, and just some untimely nitely had their eyes on returning to the MAC Tournament Ohio, will be among several
dropping the match 1-0. Once luck, Richards said.
again, the Falcons played tight
"We lost two of our best fresh- and capturing that elusive younger Falcons expected to
keep contributing and adding
and with pride, but in the end men within the first week of the championship.
.But despite all of these things, depth and talent to the team
wound up in the wrong column season," Richards said. "And
some of our returning sopho- Richards has kept the ray of next year.
of the standings.
And Richards is already excitThe Falcons kept the game mores who had great freshman optimism alive by looking at the
ed about starting next season.
lied at zero until the 82nd min- years kind of hit that sophomore positive side of things.
"We played freshman goalie
"The girls will have a couple
ute of the game where Toledo slump."
scored the game-winner off BG
With all of these things com- Laura Arnold for 90 minutes days off, but then it's back to liftbined, the Falcons finished well today, and she played really ing," he said. "We'll be practicgoalie I an i a Arnold.
ing again in lanuary."
"You know we finished 5-12-3. below expectations. BG defi- well," Richards said.

Netters hope to stop
beating themselves
By Chris Sojka
Reporter

PHOTOS BY ANMEAFEHl
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Skating for a title
Falcons to open CCHA play at Nebraska-Omaha
By Paul Barney
Reporter

lor the first time since the 2IXKIlil season, the BG hockey team
has started its season 0-4-0.
The longest season-starting
losing streak for the Falcons
is six (1981-82), and they will
look to avoid that streak this
weekend as they travel to the
I lni\ ersity of Nehraska-t )maha
to officially open play in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
The two-game series iN^iiis
tonight at 8:33 followed In the
series finale tomorrow at 9SS
p.m.

I he Mavericks lead the alltime scries against the Falcons,
holding a 19-10-2 advantage
dating back to lart 2,1999,
The teams split their two-

game series at the liGsu Ice
Arena last season, in which BG
alkmed just 12 shots on the

weekend.
For the Falcons to crack the
win column, however, they
need to finish strong late in

games,
"()ne ol the things we're going
to leant as a youiig team is how
to pmtert leads," said first-year
coach I Xvnnis Williams. "We just
hve to keep going haul at [the
opposition! and keep iloingwliat

we were doing well. We have to
still continue to get the pucks
deep and play in their zone"
The I^cons were swept by
Providence last weekend, losing a 3-1 heartbreaker Saturday
coming off an 8-2 shellacking
the night before.
With the Falcons fresh off a
strong effort last Saturday night
and the Mavericks having not
played a game in nearly two
weeks. Williams sees last weekend's tough defeat as an advantage for this week.
"It was a defeat that hurt us so
I think we're ready' to get after
it, and I think that's going to
lie huge, "Williams said. "I think

us playing this past weekend,
getting two games in was huge.
I know some may say they're
going to be rested and we have
to travel, but I still want to play
the games."
The task will not be an easy
one though, as the Mavericks
boast a 3-0-1 record and have
11111 sn 11 nl the opposition 15-9.
"They're going to be a tough
team out there," Williams said.
"Theyfe getting the goaltending
and they're scoring some goals,
so that's a nice mix to have. Its
going to be a good two games, it's
going to be challenging but it's
definitely two games that I think
we can come out on top OIL"

PW0T0S BY CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

Men's golf team traveling to sunny weather

In the past several volleyball
matches, Ashley Herzbergdoesnt
think the teams the Falcons faced
actually beat them.
"We're kind of beating ourselves," she said. "If you look
at the scores, we're winning in
almost all of the games at points
and by a lot. 1 think we need to
work on finishing and keeping
the determination all the way to
25 points."
BG will hope to stay determined this weekend when they
head to Buffalo today and Akron
tomorrow for two weekend
matches.
The Falcons (9-16. 2-8 MidAmerican Conference) have lost
to both Buffalo (14-9, 5-5 MAC)

u

Alex
Zlabis
Said the team is
ready to put past
losses behind them

and Akron (11-13, 3-7 MAC)
already this season.
Despite the previous losses to
these teams, Alex Zlabis thinks
the team is ready.
"All week we've been focusing a
lot on staying positive and working hard and giving a lot of effort."
she said. "It's not over yet. It can
change at any minute."
This season, the Bulls have
helped opponents to an impresS<* NETTERS I Pag* 7

ens soccer team needs
wins to stay in playoffs
By John Lopez
Reporter

The Falcon men's soccer team
was handed their 10th defeat of
the season Wednesday, when
they traveled to Wright State, but
the Falcons must rally together and beat visiting Northern
Illinois tomorrow if they want
to keep their hopes of making
the Mid-American Conference
Tournament alive.
"We have been making some
good progress over the fist few
games," coach Eric Nichols said
on Wednesday. "Tonight, we
took a night off. We just didn't
show up. I know the guys are
disappointed in their performance tonight."
WSU's Braden Fleak scored a
goal in each half, giving the host
a comfortable 2-0 win.

"Our season is
on the line with
this game. This is
a chance for us to
really accomplish
something
this year."
Joey DAgostino | Freshman
Fortunately for the Falcons
the loss was in an out of conference match, thus not affecting
their chances for a berth in the
conference tournament.
See SOCCER I Page 10

Falcon rugby hoping to stay undefeated this weekend
By C J Walton

By Christopher Rambo
Reporter

"This fall has been a terrific
learning opportunity for me,"
Preston said. "It's the first time
At long last, the BG men's
in college that 1 have consisgolf team will get to trade in
tently been in contention,
their rain gear and umbrelwhich has really taught me
las for shorts and polos when
how to handle my emotions
they travel to Fort Meyers, I la..
when I get in those situations.
this weekend to wrap up the
I am much more even-keel on
the golf course than I was last
fall season at the Renaissance
Invitational.
year."
When the schedule came out,
More than just a chance to
this was definitely a week that
soak up the Florida sun, this
everyone was pointing toward,"
tournament represents an
said coach Carry Winger. "We
opportunity for the Falcons to
are all excited to spend a few
put one more solid Finish on
days in the warm weather."
the board before retreating into
The tournament boasts
hibernation for the winter.
a strong and deep field that
"We've let a couple opportuniincludes Indianaand I'enn State
ties get away from us the last
couple weeks, but overall we
from the Big Ten and familiar
foes Ball Stale and Xavier.
are very happy with how we
"This is a big event," Winger
have played," said senior Matt
AlAINABUZAS 1HEBGNEWS
Schneider.
said. "It will probably be the
POWERFUL John Powers has been fairly
Winger also feels the fall
strongest field overall that we've
quiet this season, but as a senior he will
gone against this year."
season has been a successful
definitely be looting lor a strong finish this
When the Falcons arrive in
one.
Ion Meyers, they will find a ...... ., ••:
"Overall, it has been a pretty
successful first half of the seagolf course that should offer
plenty of scoring chances. course)," Winger said. "So we son," Winger said. "Although,
Renaissance Country Club is are hoping to feel pretty com- 1 still feel like we have a lot
a posh resort layout that offers fortable there.*
of capacity for improvement.
The hot man coming into the It would be nice to get one
wide, forgiving fairways and
week for the Falcons is Drew more high finish, because
large greens.
"Renaissance was designed by Preston, who has a win and you never know how rusty
the same man who designed three top-5 finishes to his credit guys will be coming back in
the spring."
Stone Ridge |the Falcons home this season.

Reporter '

The BC- rugby team is looking to
remain undefeated this season
as they play their final Midwest
League match at Ohio State
tomorrow.
The Buckeye A-squad holds a
record of 2-1 in league play and is
5-5 on the season.
The Buckeyes play a very slow,
strategic game and grind out
short yardage gains from their
PHOTO WOVOED BY BG RUGBY
forwards, according to Director
of Rugby Roger Mazzarella. BUSTING THROUGH: Tim Moody tries to break through a tackle earlier this season.
Gaining possession of the ball
and keepingit is one of their main speed of theirbacks to negate the series, BG has 102 wins and 64
goals. Needless to say, it isn't the Buckeyes' size advantage in the losses. Currently, BG owns a 12most exciting style of play.
forward position.
game winning streak over the
"Ohio State has a very athletic
"Our whole problem will be Buckeyes.
team so we are going to have to to get possession and have the
With a win, the BG A-squad
control the game at our pace and forwards get the ball out to our will push their record to 5-0 in
use our strengths against them," backs," Mazzarella said.
league play and 9-0 overall and
said wing/fullback Rocco Mauer.
Mauer said as long as the team remain at the top of the Midwest
BG's goal is to gain a lead and can continue executing its sys- League standings.
put the pressure on Ohio State to tem as well as it has this season,
Staying on top of the league
keep up with them.
there shouldn't be a problem is crucial because the first two
" lOhio State's] problem is when stopping the Buckeyes.
teams in the east division gain
they get behind, they don't really
"We played our system really home field advantage in the
have the personnel to attack and well versus Notre Dame and we Midwest Division I Premier
shift gears," Mazzarella said. "If will need to do that for a full League Playoffs and will play the
they fall behind, they'll be in game if we want a big win over No. 4 seed team in the west divitrouble."
Ohio State," he said.
sion next week. The winner of
The game plan remains basiThe Falcons have played more the Midwest Division I Premier
cally unchanged versus Ohio games against Ohio State than League Playoffs receives a bid to
State as the Falcons will look to they have against any other the National Championship in
spread the Field and utilize the rugby team. In the all-time the spring.
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Falcons headed to MAC championships
Men's cross country squad hoping for improvement
By Brad Frank

"The key is to

Reporter

Tomorrow affords BG men's
cross country team an opportunity to make a statement.
This season members of the
team feels it is flying under the
radar entering tomorrow's 8K
MAC Championships, hoping
to surprise some teams with a
respectable finish after a lastplace finish last season. The
meet is at Ohio University and
the men's race begins at 11 a.m.
This season all returning
I,ili mi- improved their times
from last year's season opener against Toledo. In the Mel
ISrodt Invitational, Chris Moody
improved his time by nearly
three minutes, and Peter Miles
shaved exactly four minutes
from his times last season. And
the team improved to 15th
place overall this season at the
All-Ohio Championships, compared to 27th a year ago.
While that improvement has
been made, the ultimate measure of how much the team has
improved will take place tomorrow, and coach Cam] Wells
believes the hard work the team
has put in will put the team in
position to improve on its lastplace finish in 2008.
"I want the men to go out there
this year and show that they're
an improved team, and for them
to perform the way they've been
trained to perform,'' Wells said.
"We have a lot of doubters as far
as what we can do in the conference, but we've been working
very hard to be a better team
this year."
The team has been led by
junior Chris Moody in every
race both this season and last.
"I definitely want to finish
much higher than last year. I'm
going to try to go for another
Ipersonal recordl," Moody said.
"I want us to finish higher than
we did last year. It'd be great if
everyone went out there and
Iset personal recordsl.
"|A better finishl will mean
that we ended on a posit ive note
and we improved from last year,
which is a good stepping stone
for next year."
Running in his first MAC:
Championships,
freshman
lason Salver is prepared to help
BG make that improvement.
"I'm nervous. If you're not nervous, you don't care. I think I'm
prepared though," he said. T
want an overall improvement
from last year, whether that
means beating a team or being
closer to that."
Not wanting to limit himself,
Salyer isn't making any personal goals entering the race.
"Goals are good thing to set,
but I think goals can sometimes

stay relaxed, be
focused on that day
and what they need
to get done, and
fight hard and be
consistent all the way
through the race."
Cami' fells | Coach

Si

1

Chris
Moody
Has finished first for
the Falcons in each
race this season

Jesse
Smuda
Has finished second
for the Falcons in
each race this year

limit what you do.'so I have no
goals," he said.
Wells knows that improving
on last year's finish will take a
team effort with everyone fighting the entire race.
"The key is to stay relaxed, be
focused on that day and what
they need to get done, and fight
hard and be consistent all the
way through the race," she said.
"It's really important to maintain their pace throughout to
put themselves in a good position at the beginning but not get
overly excited and then maintain that and keep fighting the
whole way."
The Falcons are coming off
of a disappointing llth-place
finish at the Falcon Invite two
weeks ago, but enter the race
tomorrow with the experience
of knowing what it takes in order
to prevent a finish like that one.
"It was just a reminder that
each week is a different race,
and that they have to be ready
each time," Wells said. "If anyone has an off day, it affects the
whole team.
"The only pressure is the pressure they put on themselves.
Certainly they want to prove
that they're an improved team
and show that they belong out
there against the rest of the
teams."
Jesse Smuda, lohnstone
Kirui, Ben l.eininger. Abraham
Buseinei, Peter Miles and
John Bernard will be the other
Falcons to compete for BG
tomorrow.

Women's cross country expecting strong results
By Brad Frank
Reporter

"We're really trying

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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BG Hockey on 88.1 fm WBGU
October 30 & 31st at 7:35 pm
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to get them to

So many things are in favor of
the BG women's cross coununderstand that
try team entering the MidAmerican Championships
they need to be as
tomorrow.
The I ali mis are coming
relaxed as possible
off of a disappointing fifthplace finish at the 2008 MAC
at this point. You
Championships and arc motivated to prove that the finish
don't want to tense
was a fluke.
Key runners Barbara Powers
up and get so
(hamstring) and Heather
Conger (illness) have returned
nervous that you
to full strength recently, and
the team is carrying momenkeep yourself from
tum into tomorrow's noon
race at Ohio University with
doing what you've
a win two weeks'•ago at the
Falcon Invite.
been training to do
Still, securing a MAC title
will be a matter of combining
all year."
all of these factors and executing properly tomorrow. The
Cami Wells | Coach
team wants a top-three finish
and knows a championship in the conference.
will take a tremendous effort
"I want to get in the top 20,
by everyone.
and I ideally want to gel all"We'll have to do everything MAC and a Ipersonal recordl,"
we can to put ourselves in Wells said.
position to be in contention
The seniors have big aspirafor the top three spots," said tions for the team at tomorcoach Cami Wells. "They need row's race.
to have best team effort to this
"As long as everyone gives
point, to where we have every- it their all. does their best, we
one run to their full capability. can't ask for anything more
"They've put in all the hard than that," Pereira de Almeida
work. I've been very proud of said. "Whatever happens, haptheir efforts to this point. It's a pens. It's just going to take
matter of confidence and put everyone having a great day on
ting it all together on the same the same day. Ultimately the
ideal goal is to be MAC chamday."
BG is led by a pair of seniors, pions, but if we finish in the
Andrea Pereira de Almeida top three, I'll be happy."
"We have the potential to
and Carly Wells, who each
have a wealth of experience. do well even when we're not
Freshman Abby Koch has per- all healthy. But since we're all
formed well this season, fin- healthy, it's a big advantage
ishing in the top five for BG in for us and we just have to take
every meet so far. And juniors advantage of that," Wells said.
Conger, Powers, Sally Kandie, "1 want to make sure no one
Autumn Dettniann, Ashley regrets anything."
At this point, their coach is
Fischer, and Megan Kelsey will
be the other Falcons to com- focusing on ensuring the team
is as healthy as possible, now
pete tomorrow.
Pereira de Almeida believes that the amount of training in
her experience will guide her practice has decreased.and she
and allow her to be comfort- wants the team lo be relaxed
able tomorrow in her last con- entering the race tomorrow.
ference title race.
"We're really trying to get
"I'm not really as nervous as I them to understand that the)
have been in the past, because need lo be as relaxed as posI've gone through it before," sible at this point." Wells said.
she said. "I'm excited to go see "You don't want to tense up and
what I can do. I don't have any- get so nervous that you keep
thing to lose right now."
yourself from doing what you've
Pereira de Almeida placed been training to do all year."
fifth for BG and 54th last seaWells believes another key ti i
son, and she wants to improve a successful race tomorrow is
that finish.
to execute as a team.
"They've put in all the hard
"Individually, I want to place
in the top 20 and get my best work. I've been very proud
of their efforts to this point,"
time in four years," she said.
Carly Wells wants to have Wells said. "It's a matter of
another strong placing like last confidence and putting it all
season, when she placed 21st together on the same day."
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A PERSON USES APROXIMATELY
FIFTY SEVEN SHEETS OF TOILET
PAPER A DAY.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
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NETTERS

Lindsey
Schlegel
Buffalo's server is
the best server in

From Page 6
sive .189 attack percentage.
They've done this by averaging
2.05 blocks per sel and serving
well with 1.2H arcs per set

They have the leading server
in the MAC in ljndsey Schlegel,
who is averaging (1.17 aces per
set.
Though Buffalo has a pretty
good record thus far. they haven't
had much success ill recent history. They have won only eight
matches combined in the past
two years and have not won
more than 14 matches in a season since 1997,
Akron enters the weekend
ranked lllh in the conference
wiih a. 189 attack percentage and
is last with 1.54 blocks per set.
They also average 13.03 digs per
set
Zlahis doesn't think the
team can underestimate them,
though.
"Akron will lie tough," she said.
They have some good hitters.

the MAC

But if our defense realh steps
up this weekend and passing is
good, that can realh help us win."
The Zips' Brionna Patterson
averages 4.07 kills per set which
is third in the conference, and
had 24 against the falcons earlier
this season.
No! being at home will be

tough for BG this weekend
"Both teams pla> very well ai
home," •slid coach Demise Van
l)e Walle. We've got our hands
full, but we're up for the challenge.
Ilcrzbcrg. along with the rest
of the team, is still keeping her
head up.
We have a good chance to beat
Akron and Buffalo this weekend,"
she said. "1 know we have the possibility lo turn this season around
and win the MAC! loumainent."

Vote: YES
to Maintain Quality Services in BG
I^F

.08% Temporary Income Tax tor Three Years
A "Yes" Vote is to Retain 1 ligh Quality
Public Works

rf Services bv Fire, Police, and

Cost to Person with a 540,000 Income:

TAROT CARD READINGS
SOLVES ALL PROBLEMS AND ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS

Listen to the Falcons open up CCHA play on
the road, this Friday & Saturday night against
Nebraska-Omaha. Join Everett Fitzhugh this
weekend for BG Hockey on 88.1fm WBGU.

tf 52.67 per month

Retirement Income Not Subject to City

tf Income Tax
Paidfbi i■.

i
rBG.Wiltiunt
820 Pine V.,11,1 Dnvt. Bowling (iron, Ohio 43482

_

October 31st
CALL FOR APPT. 567-278-1 S08
/», ") , C\
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
iPXlf'
-f^ V)/
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Happy Hour from 5-9
$3 Bloody Marys
Surprise Spooky Martinis
Bloody Shot Specials All Night Long
& Cauldron of Graveyard Punch

Costume Contest @ Midnight
Prizes for:
Best Movie Character Costume
Best Group Costumes
Most Original Costume
, and Best Male & Female Costumes
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School Board

New voice. New ideas.
25 years of teaching and business exp« irience.
Bruce Jell ws lor School Board Committee, Am» Jeffers, I eisuret.
ISOMeekei St., Bowling Green. OH 4340?

,
Under 21 - $3
21 & over - no charge with costume
no costume -$3 cover charge
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Get more Pulse at the

BLOG
See what Pulse bloggers have to say
about current entertainment trends at
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to find in your Tick-or-Treat bag?

What is something
*Ah«arlobe'

"A used condom."

MJHSAMLL,

MUL0ALSKY,

JEREMY WARREN,

Junior.
Broadcast Journalism

Junior.

Sophomore.

AYAEnglih Education

Dietetics

"Twizzlers."

,
WWWIMDBCOM

'Wild' ingenious, not for kids
By Aaron H.lff.rich
Pulse Reviewer

Maurice Scndak always had a
unique vision for his creative
chi Idren's books. It's no surprise
that Sendak specifically chose
director Spike lonze to adapt his
beloved picture book, "Where
the Wild Things Are." With his
own peculiar perspective in the
art of filmmaking, lonze has
provided an already outlandish
story with an extended narrative about its strange characters.
In the process, he brings a complex meaning to a once simple
story.
As you may have guessed

by its title, Sendak's children's
book features grandiose illustrations of monster-like characters. While they are simply
figments of an imagination, the
wild things are dreamed up by
a young boy after being sent to
bed by his mother for punishment. What was once a lesson
for a poor mannered kid is now
a complex study of childhood.
lonze's film adaptation adds
many elements to the themes of
the original source. Before he is
ever sent to bed, Max exhibits
examples for why he behaves
in such a mischievous manner.
SeeWILD|Paqe9

Catherine Keener with voices
by James Gandolfini. Forest
Whitaker. Catherine O'Hara.
Chris Cooper, and Paul Dano
Directed by: Spike Jonze

Utt«r Gr.iuV- B
Rated: Rated PG lor mild thematic elements, some adventure action and brief language.
Runtime: 101 min.
Starring:Ma> Records and

The shocking, heart-stopping,
pulse-racing threat of... a sequel?

P5

A ^

"Yes Jaws 3-D' may
be entertaining, but

- 7 BRANDON SCHNEIDER

WM

the so-bad-it's-good

PULSE COLUMNIST

factor stings a bit..."
As Halloween ominously looms
ahead, a time-tested truth
reveals itself once again— successful movies and books are
guaranteed a sequel.
; I have come to accept this fact
after many years of cursingthree
respective additions to "Psycho"
and "laws," both original films
beautifully simple and able to
strike at the heart of terror. Yes
"laws 3-D" may be entertaining,
but the so-bad-that-it's-good
factor stings a bit when considering how well-crafted the original

nephew of Bram Stoker, author
of "Dracula,'' has worked with
Ian Holt, self-proclaimed
expert of Dracula and history,
to write a sequel. Yes, a sequel
to "Dracula." Published in 1897,
Stoker's gothic masterpiece singularly shaped the way in which
we view vampires today (or at
least pre-"Twilight," before they
twinkled).
Dacre Stoker and Holt compiled detailed historical information and dove into Bram's
original notes to revive characSim was.
So I accept sequels will exist ters that did not make it into the
and be awful. Even the just original draft of the story. True,
released "Paranormal Activity" the two seem to mean well. But
may have a sequel soon. (Spooky, did Bram abandon the eliminatwith another videotape of more ed characters and keep it simple
for a reason?
paranormal activities, I bet).
We can never know, but we
However, while browsing
through Books-A-Million the can take risks and try the sequel
Other day, I found what I thought out. I know somewhere in my
was going to be a gamechanger
See SEQUELS | Page 9
t» my sequels theory.
; Dacre Stoker, the great grand-
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Fa la la la laTAL
Forget Christmas. Fall is clearly the most wonderful time of the year

^M£>

A HEATHER UNDER

^^^^M

PULSE EDITOR

|

ake a deep breath. The crisp smell of freshly fallen leaves mingled with the hint of last weekend's
bonfire almost covers the unescapable stench of
those garbage dumpsters. That's right. The glorious season we call fall is in full swing.
What's not to love about all the goodness this
See FALL, Page 9

WHAT MATTUASSE THINKS:
After the soundtrack for "Twilight" sold more
than two million copies (a deed not easily done
m the age of illegal downloading.) its no wonder

Rollers set to skate for first competition

why so many bands jumped to put their names
in the running to be on the soundtrack for "New
Moon"

By Matt Li«n«
Reporter

Released more than a month before the movie
is slated to wn the hearts of every 'tween" girl on
Team Edward or Team Jacob. "The Twight Saga
New Moon (Origral Motion FVture Soundtrack)'
has a different aemographc audience in mind.
A slew of indie names (both well-known and not
so much) are lined up on the album's tracWisting.
but unlike that of the "TwAqht" soundtiack. it has
less of a pop edge within
The collection of songs have one common tra*.
and they al set the ktener up for a tale that follows a teenage human torn between the affection

"The Twilight Saga: New
Moon (Original Motion

of a vampre and a werewolf
The lead single and afcum opener "Meet Me
On The Equtio/by Death Cab for Cutie 6 the
strongest track by far, blowing al the others out of

Picture Soundtrack)"

the water. The lyrics are nothing short of perfection
for the sagas second instalment, including lines

I Artist Name

See TWILIGHT | Page 9

I Grade | A-

TONIGHT IN BG
Red Wanting Blue in town
' Independent rock band Red Wanting
: Blue will be rocking at Howard's Club
! H tonight After releasing their eighth
! album last fall, the band is set to play an
, all ages show at 9 p.m. with $5 admission.

Helmet precisely placed, safety pads protecting appropriate places and bravery
starting to kick in — these are merely
what it takes to feel ready when competing
against the Glass City Rollers. But nothing
seems adequate when skating towards girls
known as Vod-Killah, Satan's Little Helper,
Crabby Patty and Lightn' Strike.
But for their first meet on Halloween,
they are just as nervous as their opponents,
the Fox City Foxes from Appleton, Wis. But
they're not worried about the fight; it's more
about the approval of the Toledo community.
Tomorrownight.amidstalltheHalloween
festivities that Bowling Green and the surrounding cities have to offer, the Glass City
Rollers, Toledo's roller derby league, will

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO
Toledo band reunites for concert
Toledo band Tranquil will play their second reunion
show at Frankie's Inner Oty in Toledo tonight The
show is set to start at 9 p.m. with opening bands
Pitch Red and Faux Pas. Tickets will be $5 and $7 at
the door for the 18 and over concert

be competing in their first game after two
years of hard work.
The Glass City Rollers formed in 2007 and
have been spending time working towards
strengthening the team. Between training,
the girls also tended to important details
such as taking care of insurance, renting
gear and places and volunteering.
"We're more than just skating," said VodKillah, a member for two years. "We're
building a business," she said.
The sport that was the most popular in
the 1970s has made its comeback, according to Vod-Killah. Since the sport's return in
2001, recreational leagues began forming all
over the country. The sport has only grown
in popularity, and "Whip It," a film starring
Drew Barrymore and Ellen Page, is putting
See DERBY | Page 9

TOMORROW NIGHT

ERIC EGGIY | GlASSCItYROtLERSCOM
ROLL OH: Roller derby girls create faux names and personal literally illustrated above, to intimidate opponents

THEY SAID IT

Daughtry conies to Toledo on Halloween
Well-known rock band Daughtry, fronted by American Idol
contestant Chris Daughtry, will play at the Lucas County Arena
in Toledo tomorrow, night The group is touring the U.S. to
promote their number one new release Leave This Town.' The
concert is scheduled to start at 730 p.m

"When I have a daughter I have a
lot of good advice for her."
-Paris Hilton

fcfc VISIT BGVIEWS.COM; NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Celeb-obsessed teens
robbed famous victims
Tliom.i!. Watkim
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — For a group
of Hollywood-obsessed teens,
entertainment news on the
Internet offered more than a
glimpse into the lives of stars. It
helped them break into celebrities' homes.
The teens tracked the movements of stars such as Lindsay
Lohan and Paris Hilton and
broke into their houses, making off with millions of dollars
in stolen possessions in a spree
that lasted almost a year.
With a few clicks on the
Internet, police say, the suspects developed a wish list of
designer clothes and jewelry,
then raided the homes while
celebrities were away.
"They thought it was fun,
kind of an adrenaline rush,"
Los Angeles police officer Brett
Goodkin said. "They would
go in and steal the celebrity's
clothes and possessions, things
they could neverafford on their
own."
Police last week arrested four
young women and two men
on suspicion of burglarizing 10
homes in the Hollywood Hills.
In addition to Lohan and Hilton,
other victims included "The
Hills" star Audrina Patridge,
Orlando Bloom, Megan Fox,
Brian Austin Green, Ashley
Tisdale and Rachel Bilson.
Police said the teens scoured
celebrity blogs and Web sites,
looking for valuables, and then
used the Internet to find where
the stars lived.
After watching a home, they
would break into poorly protected properties through
doors, windows and, in one
case, a doggy door. The burglaries lasted from October 2008
until September.
Items stolen "run the gamut
of high-end designer clothing,"
Goodkin said. "You could pick
a designer, and they would be
among what was taken."
Police displayed an evidence

"They thought it was fun, kind of an
adrenaline rush. They would go in and steal
celebrity's clothes and possessions, things
they could never afford on their own."
Btetl Goodkin | Los Angwc police officer
photograph Wednesday depicting approximately $2 million in
stolen jewelry that was recovered and returned to Hilton.
The thieves snatched dozens of
items of flashy, gem-encrusted
jewelry, then made off with it in
the socialite's Luis Vuitton bag.
The suspects include 18-yearolds Rachel Lee. Courtney Ames
and Alexis Neiers, and Diana
Tamayo, 19.
Several of the group graduated two years ago from the "continuation campus" at Indian
Hills High Scbool in suburban Agoura Hills, said Donald
Zimring, superintendent of the
Las Virgenes Unified School
District.
Such campuses are for students struggling to attain good
grades in regular schools, but
Zimring could not comment on
their academic records.
Additionally,
18-year-old
Nicholas Prugo was arrested
last month in the same case on
suspicion of breaking into the
homes of Lohan and Patridge.
A sixth suspect, 27-year-old Ray
Lopez Jr., was also arrested.
Police also sought Jonathan
Ajar, also 27, for a variety of
offenses, including receiving
stolen property and possession
of a firearm.
Prosecutors have filed felony
residential burglary charges
against Neiers, Ames, Tamayo
and Lopez |r. They declined to
file charges against Lee, pending further investigation, and
additional charges will be filed
against Prugo, who had already
been charged with burglaries at
Lohan and Patridge's homes.
Police recovered three guns
and a large amount of drugs as

"I'm not the only one going crazy for fall.
Take a look around the University and the
city. It's hard to escape the fall themed
activities and delicacies."

FALL
From Page 8
season brings? Perhaps I'm
biased because of my October
birthday, but autumn is handsdown the best time of the year.
Allow me to illustrate.
When cooler weather begins
nipping at your unprepared
and thus ungloved fingers,
there is one clear way to combat
this situation that only fall can
provide: a pumpkin spice latte
from Starbucks.
And let's not forget about the
excitement of football season.
Even for those of us with little
athletic ability and somewhat
floundering fantasy football
teams, enjoyment can still be
found in tine atmosphere of
marching bands, hot dogs and
school spirit (not to mention
touchdown tequila shots).
Some complain that cooler
weather makes walking downtown at night more unbearable.
However, cold air is not all bad.
Fall wardrobes are much more
fulfilling than summer's, and
we can all stay healthier from
not constantly going in and out
of air conditioning. Also, I, for
one, am happy to see even the
most scantly clad party girls
don some closed-toed stilettos
and cozy fishnets to prepare
for this chill. It really ups the
classiness of Bowling Green's
bar scene.
My list really is endless.
■':.:::i;u .'..'<

they served search warrants in
the case. They did not specify
where they searched.
The robberies were driven
by "celebrity infatuation and
greed," Goodkin said.
Neiers had been the subject
of a reality-TV pilot episode that
the Los Angeles Times said was
about aspiring actresses.
The cable network El would
not confirm that, but network
officials issued a brief statement
they "are concerned by recent
events, awaiting further details
and will be monitoring the situation closely." The statement
saiil shooting began recently
and would continue.
In a short interview on El's
Web site, Neiers said she was
eager to put the matter behind
her.
"I just learned my lesson that
I need to make some better
friends and some better decisions as far as my friends go,"
she said.
An attorney representing
some of the victims said the
crimes highlight the growing
risks faced by celebrities in a
world of unending media attention. Blair Berk worried this
was putting a "bull's-eye on the
forehead of celebrities."
"You cannot on a weekly basis
publish pictures of the back
entrance to someone's house
and do stories on their collection ol cars and jewelry without
increasing that person's vulnerability to theft and harm," Berk
said. "It's a celebrity envy thing.
"It's the new sociopath generation of 'I really like those
Chanel boots.' Instead of going
out and buying them, they just
steal them."

Halloween, pumpkin carving,
applecider, oh my. Clearly, I have
a lot of autumnal love. Even my
favorite puppy dog, Samson, is
somehow cuter when jumping
into a pile of colorful leaves and
shuffling them around with his
little Clio puppy nose.
I'm not the only one going
crazy for fall. Take a look
around the University and the
city. It's hard to escape the fall
themed activities and delicacies. The Black Swamp Pub
hosted pumpkin carving and a
costume contest in the spirit of
the season. Residence halls are
also a great resource if looking
for programs. I smelled some
caramel apples and cider in
Founders a few days ago.
Even our new friends lamba
luice in the Falcon's Nest have
brought the Pumpkin Smash
drink, a pumpkin pie blended
into a heavenly, sippable state.
Starbucks, while boasting its
classic pumpkin spice latte,
also has caramel apple ciders
available and signature hot
chocolates. I don't know about
you, but liquid calories never
sounded so good.
The city of Bowling Green is
very much on the fall-loving

bandwagon. Myles Dairy Queen
is featuring their pumpkin pie
blizzards and milkshakes. For
those of us21 and over, Beckett's
pumpkin pie shots may be the
best tasting one ounce of any
substance ever concocted by
man. (Who knew pumpkin piccould take so many forms?)
And lets pay equal homage to
the genius Sam Adams and his
admirable Oktoberfest brew as
it takes all of our fall hopes and
dreams and tops them with a
foamy cap.
Yeah, I love fall. I might even
go so far as to say "The Most
Wonderful Time of the Year"
was mistakenly assigned to
Christmas and its overly commercialized brouhaha.
So as you're donning your
devil horns and bunny ears
tomorrow night and gearing
up for the holiday of excessive
drinking, candy consumption
and promiscuity, don't forget
to appreciate fall and all it bas
done for each of us. Share the
love. Buy your friend a pumpkin pie shot and cheer the season, spreading a little joy to the
world and further enhancing
your experience during this
truly magical time of year.
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"The girls have worked so hard ple have been known to come
and I can't wait to see them out with broken noses and being
in action," she said. As one of thrown head first into the audi
From I
their new members, she will he ence chairs, Vanderhuge said.
it even more on the map.
watching from the sides.
But in attempts to break the
The girls realize their time to
Ail ages are welcome, and stereotype that this is just a
shine for the Toledo area is on even encouraged to participate wrestling sport, the league plans
Halloween night, so they have in the Halloween costume con- to keep it clean and a game withdecided to open the doors to test, which will be judged by out fighting; although, accidents
absolutely anyone.
some of the girls, including Irish occur, according to Vod-Killah.
The event, "Trip or Treating" Slug-Her.
The game is played with
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Bringing kids to the event a team of five girls total: four
Seagate Convention Centre, and takes the hassle out of bringing blockers and one jammer. The
tickets arc sold at the dour lor lhemtrick-or-treating,ac(ording jammer scores points by passing
SI I. The event will have trii k-or- in Heef\ Vanderhugc, the head oi each blocker on the opposing
treating, games and a U|.
the Sponsorship Committee
team.
An after party will be held at
This event is also sponsoring
All the girls have fake names
The Blarney Irish Pub & Grill lor Wake Up Youth, an organization and identities, and even madeanyone 21-years-old and older combating Toledo's sex traffick- up background stories to intimilooking (o have a fun time with ing problem. Vod-Killah said it's date other teams. The game
both leagues.
a great organization, and she tomorrow will be made up of
The Fox (Sty Foxes are not too is proud to sponsor a different royalty from the Amazon jungle,
familiar to the Toledo area, but women- and children-based one of Santa's elves gone bad.
the Glass City Rollers are wel- charity every event.
a spawn of a pirate and a sea
coming them with open arms,
"I It I shows the city that women wench and a billion dollar heirfirmly protected with elbow can stand up for themselves," ess deranged by her haunting
pads.
she said.
past.
Irish Slug-ller. one of the Glass
The league has a total of 23
The girls have been waiting for
City Rollers?, said she is "super official girls, and around 15 this event for two years now, and
excited to see the first bout," brand new girls who have yet to they couldn't be more excited or
which is what the Roller Derby be on skates. The game is sure to nervous to get on the track.
calls a game.
be a spectacle, as in the past peo-
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WILD
From I
While living in a family that
constantly neglects him. Max is
often seen resorting to destructive tactics in order to gain the
attention of others. Therefore,
we're filled with the notion that
all Max wants is a friend. It is
with these troubles that Max is
prompted to create his imaginary world of wild friends who
constantly vie for his attention.
Fans of t he book a nd even t he
movie-going public will notice
something is amiss for a supposed children's book adaptation. With themes of loneliness
and abandonment. "Where theWild Things Are" creates a dark
world along with the bizarre

thoughts of a child. Ingeniously,
however, the film provides the
adult crowd with a unique perspective on what its like to be
a kid. When we see how young
Max connects the destructive
relationships of adults to those
of the monsters, adults learn
more of a lesson than kids do.
While it's not the kid friendly
book adaptation you might be
expecting, "Where the Wild
Things Are" manages to infuse
a deeper and more poignant
take on the troublesome life of
a child with the imaginativeimagery ol a unique artist. Each
frame captures the distinctivevisions of Sendak with beautiful
imagery and intrinsic wonderment. Most of all, it spiritedly
composes a wild rumpus.

SEQUELS
From Page 8
head is a long list of sequels that
I deny ever happened II look
at you, "American Werewolf in
Paris."), and in the end I will say
this: cherish the original.
Somet imes decades may pass
before the awful sequel pops
up. and sometimes a hundred
years, but these masterpieces
will be resurrected one day.
So this Halloween, still try
and enjoy the classics that you
love even if they are not left to
rest in peace. And if the sequel
is bad enough, console yourself
that you will at least get a good
laugh. I have my 3-D glasses
ready to go.

BGSU.

TWILIGHT
From Page 8

Bowling Green Stale University | College of Musical Arts
Bowling. Green Opera Theater | Department of Theatre A Film present

hke let me give my love to you. lei me lake you*
hand. And as wo walk in the dimmmg light, oh
darling, understand, that everything, everything
ends." From the inliiginng opening notes to

»**

Benjamin Gibbard's smooth, powerful voice, the

**aV

tune is a masterpiece and won't disappoint even

ON

the most diehard Tw*ght fans
Other sing-along fun is embedded in songs Ike
Band Of Shis' "Friends." "McfBters" by Humcane
Bels eind Musei 1 Belong io You" newly spiced up
and remixed for the ne-v album
i The album features calm, cool and collected songs
like Radiohead vocalst Thorn Yoikes solo act
"Hearing Damage" and "A Wirte Demon Love
Song by The Kilers. as wel as haunting kJabes \A&
"RjssiMity" by Lyfcke Li. "Satellite Heart" by Anya
Mana and Bon rver & St Vncent s "Rosyin'
It s a solid album, as it evenly distributes the different types of tunes across the span of fifteen

An evening of two operas inspired by
Cervantes' novel, Don Quixote

tracks. It may have lost its appeal among the
young 'Twilight soundtrack fans by ditching on
using previous rut makers Paramoie. Uikin Park
and Rob Pattinson. but it $ eainnj an cider more

A co-production with Madcap Pupptts of Cincinnati

mature audience with its more neb feel
The dekre editai features the sict* Scfar Mdnrte"

November 6 at 8 p.m. & November 8 at 3 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center

by Lupe FBSCQ whle both versions JxAide the instrumental "New Moon (The Meadow)" by Alexandre
l^spkwh<lifearAieslcuiriir«it^(ir>irocsWis

Box office: 419-372-8171 or 1-800-S89-2224
www.bgsu.edu/opera

ly setting up a certar scene m the upcomng mow.
No two songs sound the same, and that is the
beauty of this afcum ll wl leave any human dying
to sink hts or her teeth mie it.

nree*
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CLAZELTHEATER
4IM41HI1
41! 8917373
419 3S2S7U

BMWMI

419-353-5000
DOORS « 7PM
TIXS20 IN ADVANCE
$25 DAY OF SHOW

TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE
FINDERS/ RAMALAMA
... CLAZEL NET
WWW ET1X COM

1 800 514-ETIX UM9)

lUCCIANA COSTA 110
COREY SMITH 11.11
JUSTIN MOORE 11.20
THE 6REENCAR0S 12.5
BADFISH 2.25
BAOFISH TRIB 10 SUBLIME

,

. ... «
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
BecVpcorttinuw to cull away
aflH anoihei S 1 ition but
trtngs « dc'rulery go*-.)
Xmwd ip this NWI
.IfntyofdffcteiKpttb
anas (he board Sormbody
isaboutiohdvfabadxMk
PS W*d hat* to TO. a
BG garr* so w»V« Kbnq
Tuesday's tilt at Burfab

M
vs. Buffalo
Nohi»,«
Auburn
VS. No. 24 Olc Miss
T~~~
"T
(He Mm-4 5

Kant State
viWestmMkhkjan
KSU25
Tennessee
vs. No.25S.Carolina
Tennessee 6
Florida

wG«rgii
Florida 15
No. 10 Oregon
vs. No. 4 USC
USCl
Overall record

ANDREW HARNER
Spom Editor

The Daily Crossword Fix

.1^

SEAN SHAPIRO
Assistant Sports Edito

We are go-in to 90 ahead and
pck Tuesdays game now My
rxk He Nudka * raad game •
R(< Imi
Byfhlo27.BC21

Kia»

My head tefK me to pick Buffalo.
but for wne reason. 1 have a
feeing BG jusl might pul TO
r*<m
one f»d
out

The Falcons wet formttty
coached by T-n lebow's coach
Utban Meyei Vay Ten Tebow1

BG24.BuH.lo2l

Longsnappei Cra-q Rutherforci's
dad ft a high school footbal
cow* Hrnph. I bet that guidance
ni(h*<
puihK tna
rr* rjlrraKnwpf
Fakorn uvfr tr»
ihf Im
top
K 27. Buffalo 24

G** "* IK riome team Auburn
is.o«"->oo"atlv«t>adlou«i
but have to be gel up lot this
qarne
iubum SI. Oh Miss 24

C.11 it the blowout of trie M*t.
as Ole Mi« umprr lanwxb
everyone that Auburn has
alowed ^6 pomts i" three games
Ole Miss So. Auburn 0

Mteradayoft&letpaperirKicalnqtheefrten* panjnKbyttte*Mt names and vmobng tqarettes
out bact these Rebels get the VV
Olc M.ss 29 Auburn IS

01* Miss sadly beat Ten Tebow
last yea' He came back itronoer
Vay Tim Tebow1

Kent Slate isrryng to play
spoileflntheMACbulVrestem
Michigan will piove to be too
murh-bareTf
WMU 54 Kent State 50

Urvjfce lom* people. Idon'trhnk WMU has a real "shot* aga*st
Tim Tebow cates whal wi hap- the GoWn Flashespen in rhrs game

I bet Tim Tebow would cheei fer
Kent State1 Yay Ten Tebow!

WMU 21. Kent State 24

KeM Stale 24. WMU IS

WMtJ 24. Kent Stae.17

BG 7. Buffalo a

That stqnt I brought Georgo
back totrye rxV em Onaneutial
field nJacbomfcttisrr»gr« as
wel be a Gator home game
Flor*S*.C»orila27

TlwgarnewiBbeniorenckulOiis Realy. Hamet' Really' Georgia
than Tenet stow lor the gator
Agan
quarterback

Yay Tim TeboW

Florida 49. Georgia 14

Florida 51 G*>.g:a 21

Florida 45. GMrt>a 51

Ths is a farcy Inle matchup You
caiysitxiw me give ni« the home
team actually Im taking the road
ream n ths contest
USC 27. Oregon 21

This game is ai tugene. and that
ht>dKwelfcetheDuclo.whoare
undefeated on felds with green
turf this season
Oregon 51. USC 24

Lib? my mothei. I cant help put Matt BarHey or Jeremiah Masc*'
ira wirtnets by the* uniforms
Tim Tebow1 Yay Tim TeboV
Wmgs on the shoulder qualify 'or
Oregon 27. USC 24

USC 7. Oregon 6

29-19

27-21

24-22

51-17

"NIU is a very good team, they have

From Page 6
liven with the Falcons" poor
record, the team is in a "win and
you're in" position for the tournament. If the Falcons are able
to defeat Northern Illinois this
weekend and Florida Atlantic in
their next conference tie, they will
earn a place in the tournament.
Freshman Joey D'Agostino
understands the importance of
tomorrow's game.
"Our season is on the line with
thisgame,"l)'Agoslinosaid."This
is a chance for us to really accomplish something this year."
But beating NIU will not be an
easy task for the Falcons; Nichols
knows the Huskies can be a very
dangerous opponent.
"NIU is a very good team, they
have been one of the powers in

been one of the powers in the conference
over the last few years. They play a very
direct style that is difficult to defend
against, and they are very good at it."
Eric Nichols I Coach

the conference over the last few
years," Nichols said. "They play a
very direct style that is difficult to
defend against, and they are very
good at it."
Sophomore Max Weston said
the Falcons will be fully fit and
prepared for the big conference
showdown.
"This game means a lot to
the seniors, it signifies their
last chance to make a MAC
Tournament." Weston said. "It's

check us out
online @

really important for our moral to
go out on a high not, and I think
that the team will be 100 percent
mentally and physically against
NIU."
Saturday's kickoff will be at 1
p.m. at Cochrane field and will
coincide with the Falcons'annual
cancer awareness event — which
was originally scheduled for last
weekend. All fans are encouraged
to wear pink, in support of cancer
awareness and research.

BGViewsi

THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING ON
CERTAIN STREETS DURING SNOW, ICE OR SLEET CONDITIONS.
Trie regulations prohiolt parking on trie designated streets (including all cul-de-sacs) during "Snow
Emergencies." A "Snow Emergency" Cdn oe deckoied it snow, Ice, or sleet is forecast, and in any case will
automatically become elective without a declaration when the snow depth reaches two inches (2").
When a Snow Emergency s declared the news media will be advised. The declaration will
contain the effective lime of the emergency, if snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow
Emergency having been declared, me police desk will be able lo advise the official time at which snow
reached the two inch depth
If a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:03 a.m and 9:00 p.m., motorists have two
hours in which to remove their vehicles (rom the designdted streets
It the Snow Emergency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7 00 a m, motorists have until
9:00 a.m. to remove their vehicles from the designated streets
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets In violation of the regulations are subject to being
towed dt owner expense
it o particulativ bad storm is foiecast, additional streets may be designdted in the declaration of
emergency, ft this should happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media and to post
temporary "NO PARKING" signs
The designated streets are called "SNOW STREETS" dnd are printed below. "SNOW STREET" signs
have been erected on snow streets It is pointed out. however, that the absence of signs will not relieve
motorists of responsibility tor improper polking
Although the City wil make every effort to Inform the public of the existence of probable development of weather conditions requning removal of motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists are still
responsible for determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their vehicles if required
by the reguldtions.

FOUOWING IS A UST OF SNOW STREE
NORTH-SOUTH STREETS

EAST-WEST STREETS

Bollard Drive- Entire Length

Bishop Road- North Main Street to Brim Road

Buttonwood Avenue West Wooster Sheet lo

Clay Street- North Main Street to North Giove Street

Sand Ridge Rood

dough Street- Soulh Main Stieet to eastern terminus in

Campbell Hill Road From East Woostet Street

Stadium View Apt complex

southerly within corporation limits

Conneaut Avenue- North Grove Street to Mitchell Rodd

Church Street Sand Ridge Road to Clay Slieef

Court Street North Grove Street to Thurstin Avenue

Dunbrtdge Road East Poe Rood to Route 6

fourth Street- South College lo eastern terminus

Enterprtte Street Poe Road to Palmer Ave.

Gypsy Lane Road- Sand Ridge Road to Dunbrtdge Roaa

Grove Street Poe Road to Sand Ridge Road

Industrial Parkway- Entire length

Haiklni Road- West Wooster Stteet to Northern
Corporation limits

Intrepid Drive- Entire Length

Innovation Drive Entire length

Lehman Avenue Entire Length
East Merry Avenue- Thurstin Avenue to Mercer Road

Lafayette Boulevard- Entire length

Miller Drive- Entire Length

Larehwood Drive Entire length

Pearl Street- Entire Length

Maple Street Conneaut Ave to Sand Ridge Road

Research Drive- Entire length

Marflndale Rood- Woostet Street to Meliose Street

Sand Ridge Road- South Main Street to Western

Mercer Road- Scott Hamilton to South Terminus

Corporation Limits

North College Drive Ridge Street lo Newton Rood

Scott Hamilton- Bentwood to Campbell Hi Rood

Proipect Street- Napoleon Road to East Poe Road

Sheffield Drive- west End to winlergarden Rood

Summit Street- Poe Road to Napolean Road

Venture Drive Entire Length

Stonegate Boulevard West Wooster Street to

Wallace Avenue-North Grove lo Hasklns Road

Sheffield Drive

Woodbrldge Boulevard Entire Length

Tamarac Lane Entire Length

Woodland Circle- Entire Length

wlntergarden Road Sana Ridge Road to

East Wooster Street- Prospect to Eastern

West Poe Road

Corporation Limits.
West Wooster Street- Church Street to Western
Corporation Limits.
Wren Rood-Entire Length
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Ole Mist 14. Auburn IS

Wth i*n n the torccast. Ill take Good dose game hete
ImpuNing'oiaGamecotlvoo- SC's coach was the only one
ttwbertertuilwig team-that rs Unfortunate!* I have to r>efc Lane ly because eveiytime I heac theie m the SEC not to vote for Tim
the Volunteers
MfeVs team to pul out therm
name I cant help hut giggle
Tebowloi Fusl Team 08 Vay
Tim Tebow1
Tennessee 17. S Carolina 10
Tennessee 17. S. Carolina 14
S Carolina 45. Tennessee 24 Tennessee 24. S Carolina 14
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ACROSS
1
5
8
9
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
24

1 Cowboy's footwear
2 Talk show host
3 When doubled, a Jim
Carrey movie title
4 Rock-and-roll singer _
Shannon
5 Lucy Ricardo's landlady
6 "The Price is Right" emcee
7 "To __. with Love"; Sidney
Poitier film
10 Series for Jason Lee
11 Skier's hill
12 Monogram for Mary's 30 Heartbeat, as
portrayer on "Little
detected In the wrist
House on the Prairie" 31 " Day at a Time"
13 Comedian Margaret
33 Jennifer Garner's
15 Popular sort drink
CIA series
34 "The
from
17 Light brown
19 Near-death state
U.N.C.l.E."
20 Emily or Markie
36 "Planet of the _"
37 Young lady, in
22 Yes _?
23 "What Women _";
Mexico: abbr.
39 "Scarecrow and _.
Mel Gibson movie
25 Golfer's vehicle
King"
26 By way of
27 _ Van Buren;
Merkerson's "Law &
Order" role

32 Role on "Cheers"

"The _ and the Beautiful"
Sullivan and Bradley
Mayberry boy
Decorates, as a Chrislmas tree
Fable's lesson
Actress Ladd
"_ Trek"
Gnaw
"What __ to Wear"
Bit of sooty residue
"_ Hand Luke"; Paul Newman
film
One ot The Three Bears
Blanket material
"Designing
"
"
la Douce"

35
36
37
38
40
41
42

Broadcast
Em, to Dorothy
Actress Ward
Shirley _
"Pinky and the _"
Actor Lew
Gillette razor with pivoting
head

ANSWERS

43 NNWplus 180°
44 "Buffalo
, won't you come
out tonight?..."

25 "Cold _"
26
28
29
30

"Wheel of Fortune" letter turner
One who votes "Nay"
News, for short
" Charles": spin-oft of "General
Hospital"

VOTED BEST PIZZA 16 STRAIGHT Yl

PISRN€LLO'S|
203 N. Main

fB€€ D llV€nV

J

$(> bO minimum

352-5166

,SK ABOUT
UR SPECIALS!
coupon menu at
1 te our.pisanellos.com
|u

Lunch Fri • Sal • Sun

Open Woekdays 4P.M.

lassitied Ads
419-372-6977
Tlte BG New* will not knowingly .nifp
Adverttwmcnh, that dhfrtminate,
encourage discrimination against any Indl
vtdual or Rioup on tin bast* of race
it>li.t. need, rrllftiun. national ongln, v
nrirmalion. diuhil.ty. «atu* a« a vrirtan,
01 on •!■■ hast* or any other legally pro
lecied Maun.

RADIANCE Healing in Molion
South Main Common Space
www.laurakshakti com
Classes in Bellydance. Sacred
Dance, Zumba Fitness. African
Dance, Kundalini Yoga, Yoga Flow,
Medilation New sessions begin on
November 2nd thru December 13th.

~=

Help Wanted

For Rent

Employees needed to perform light
production work w/ Ilex hours. Must
work at least 15 hrs per week, can
be FT, many BGSU students work
here, easy walk from campus. Pay is
&7.30/hr. Pick up an application at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc
428 Clough St Bowling Green. OH.

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases, Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about tree Int.
Cartyrentals.com/ 353-0325, 9a-9p

STUDENT WORK
S14.25 base-appt. flex hours,
training provided, gain experience in
customer sales/service, all ages 18-t,
call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

Services Offered

»

For Rent

Help Wanted

1 -3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR apt -a- util. avail 8/15/10,
1 -3BR house • util, avail 5/15/10,
1 -1BR eltic + elec. avail 5/15/10,
1 room etlic + elec, avail 7/15/10.
Call 419-601 -3225 or 352-4773.

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

"3 bdrm home low as 599.00,
2 blocks Ir univ, also 1/1/10-2 apis,
Etl-fRms low as $225. see
Cartyrenlals com,353-0325 9a-9p

2 BR. 2 bath - apt. $650/mo.
1 block from campus, Jan thru May.

Call 419-733-9780.
3 & 4 BR apts, recently updatedl
619 High St, BG. Avail May.
Call 419-308-3525
3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo + util Call 419-708-9981
All new ettlc apl. 1220 E. Wooster,
$350/mo + electric,
Call 419-352-1104 tor more info.
Brand new 6 BR, 3 bath home,
close to campus.
Call 419-575-2683 for more info.
Retired teacher will share private
home in BG. 4 BR, 2 flrept, all appl.
$350/mo ♦ all util, call 419-352-5523
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

VILLAGE F^^Wm

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available •
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included*

SPECIAL RATES
FOR OCTOBER!
Located" at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

WE ACCEPT

BG1CARD

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!

Available for 2010-2011
> We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In mosi cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Alberta Circle
Devonshire Stieet
Manitoba Drive
Arlington Court
Dogwood Court
Meliose Court
Boone Court
Erie Court
Monroe Court
Brownwood Court
Ferndoie Avenue
Oakwood Court
Brownwood Drive
Hamiton Court
Partridge lane
Carol Rood
Hickory Court
Peachlree Court
Charles Slieel
Hunter Court
Plcoidle Court
Cherry HW Drive
Jacaueiine Ploce
Ranch Court
Clark srreef
John Court
Reeves Court
Cleorwotet Circle
ken Court
Robin Couii
Cobblestone lone
Lekjnford Circle
Rosewood Court
Country Club Drive
Madison Court
Sain! Annes Court
Dakota Court
••■^■»^—^—■

Sawgrass Court
Short Circle
Sunrise Drive
Timber Ridge Dtive
Toutoine Avenue
Ttee Top Place
Tuinberry Court
vale Court
vaieyvlew Drive
Von Buren Court
Victory lane
warbler Court

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Hell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloterealestate.com

